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SUNRG!’s strategy is relatively novel and unique and due in a large part to 

relationship building as well as economies of scale due to a standardized 

product and instillation, the cost at which SUNRG! operates should prove 

to be a barrier for other competitors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Strategy 

In 2006–07 The Albuquerque Public School District (APS) in New Mexico 

spent approximately $67.6 million on Operations and Maintenance 19 .   

Though this category includes many things it is reasonable to assume 

                                                 
19 http://legis.state.nm.us/LCS/lfc/lfcdocs/perfaudit/APS%20Oct%2007%20_Usha_.pdf 
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(maybe conservatively) that roughly 80% of this cost was dedicated to 

electricity/utility expense. Additionally, APS has an enrollment of over 

87,000 pupils.20 Therefore if we assume that approximately $54 million 

(80% of $67.6 million) was spent on utilities, it is reasonable to assume 

that roughly $620 ($54 million/87000 pupils) was spent per pupil on 

utilities in the 2006-2007 school year.  This may be a “low-ball” 

assessment as utility costs generally escalate annually and that the 2005-

2006 school year witnessed $829 per pupil on Operation and 

Maintenance 21  resulting in $663 per pupil equaling approximately $58 

million in utility expenses based on the same 87, 000 enrollment rate and 

using identical methodology.  

 

Out of the above figures SUNRG! has extrapolated out the approximate 

usage of electricity by schools on a per pupil basis using the most recent 

data. (2006-2007 school year) 

 

 

 
Firgure13: Estimated annual electricity usage per pupil in the APS system 

$54,000,000 (80% of APS O&M 675,000,000 kWh/year (Estimated 

                                                 
20 http://www.homes101.net/new‐mexico‐schools/albuquerque‐public‐schools‐d10330/ 

21 http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d08/tables/dt08_182.asp 
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expense )/$0.08 (PNM’s assumed cost of 

generation/kW) 

APS annual usage in kWh) 

675,000,000/87,000 (enrolled pupils in 

APS) 
7,759/pupil annually 

Average enrollment of 

Elementary School 
51622 

Average Annual Elementary 

Usage (approximate) 
4,003448 kWh/annually  (per pupil 

usage by average enrollment) 

 

Therefore, SUNRG! will position itself to evaluate and do pre-feasibility 

analysis using the $620 per pupil expense as base-case scenario and apply 

these metrics to different schools which meet the criteria of available roof 

space.  

 

 

APS’ Elementary schools average enrollment is approximately 516 

students. Using this information SUNRG! can apply the following analysis: 

 

Figure 13: RETSCreen Analysis 

Based upon RETSCreen analysis (Appendix E) we find 

                                                 
22 http://www.homes101.net/new‐mexico‐schools/albuquerque‐public‐schools‐d10330/ 
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SUNRG! 500kW 

system 

generates  950,000kWh annually 

(estimated) 

PNM’s avoided cost 

of electricity 

generation (assumed) 

 

$0.08/kWh 

Annual avoided cost 

with SUNRG!’s 

500kW system 

 

$76,000. 
(950000kWh*$0.08) 

Avoided Electricity 

cost over 25 year 

product life 

 

$2.6 million 

 

 

Therefore it is reasonable to estimate a school using SUNRG!’s product to 

have a 25 year avoided cost of electricity to be $2.6 million at a 2.5% 

annual escalation rate. 
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Figure 14: PNM Incentives  

PNM Incentives  

PNM purchase price of electricity 

generated by SUNRG 500kW system 
$0.15/kWh 

System generates 950,000kWh annually $142,500 

PNM payments to school over 25 year 

product life. (not including 1% compounded 

output degradation) 

$3.5 million 

 

(It is assumed that the 2.5% escalation in power prices will wash out the 

1% annual systems output degradation,)  

 

Therefore, SUNRG!’s 500kW system at $3.4 million ($6.63/W*500,000W) 

will effectively provide a benefit totaling approximately $2.2 million over 

its projected 25 year lifespan.   

Additionally the peak operating performance of the solar array will be in 

the months of April – August. The real benefit is that during the summer 

months (when school is out) the array will be “double dipping”. Not only 

will it be receiving the $0.15/kWh generated from PNM it will also be 

receiving a monthly check from PNM for the avoidance of electricity at 

PNM’s cost. (Assuming the school uses minimal electricity in the summer 

months and the 500kW solar system will generate more electricity than the 
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school uses.) 

 

This scenario adds an attractive “bonus” point to SUNRG!’s strategy of 

targeting schools however it would require additional research and 

electricity consumption analysis. Overall though, this idea could be an 

attractive way to gain approval and compensation for a feasibility study 

and scale to weekends, holidays and anytime the school is not in use by 

students.  

Under the conditions just listed, SUNRG!’s 500kW system may be able to 

provide almost 25% of the electricity needs of an APS Elementary school 

adhering to the average of 516 pupils utilizing approximately 7,759 kWh 

per pupil annually. This 25% will demonstrate the State’s commitment to 

its goal of 20% renewable energy by 2020. 

 

Figure 16: SUNRG!’s 500kW system’s contribution average  School  

SUNRG!’s 500kW system’s contribution to an average APS 

Elementary School’s electricity needs. 

SUNRG!’s output per RETScreen 

analysis 
950,000kWh annually 

Average APS Elementary School’s 

Electricity needs (516 pupils utilizing 

approximately 7,759 kWh per pupil 

annually) 

4,000,000kW annually 
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SUNRG!’s percent contribution to 

School’s electricity needs 
24% 

 

 

Figure 17: School’s Financial Return 

SCHOOL’S FINANCIAL RETURN 

$3.4 Million System 
Cost  

Raised Through Sale of  0%  
TAX CREDIT CREBs 

Annual avoided 
Electricity Cost  

 $76,000 (950000kWh*$0.08)  

Annual Payments; 
PNM  

 $142,500 (950000kWh*$0.15)  

 CREBs require 
principal repaid in 16 
years  

 ($215,000) annual CREB 
payment  

 16 Year return  $52,500 = 1.5%  return  

 25  Year Project Life 
Return  

$2.2 million = 65%.  
(49% project average)  

 

This business model is scalable to markets with similar incentive schemes 

and high insolation rates. Appendix F includes research already conducted 

on the San Antonio, Texas, Bandera County market. 
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Additionally, SUNRG! will evaluate the viability of a secondary revenue 

stream of Residential Installation. By partnering with a project school 

SUNRG! will offer a PV energy class. This class will culminate in each 

student bringing in their own utility bills to do a pre-feasibility study 

effectively “marketing” SUNRG! to their parents. Appendix G includes 

SUNRG!’s secondary Revenue Stream. strategy. 




